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Minutes of May 3, 2008 Cabin Coalition Meeting 
 
The meeting was called to order at 10:08am at the Big Bear Discovery Center. In 
attendance were 36 cabin owners representing 15 tracts [Barton Flats, East Lakeview, 
Falls Tract, Fish Creek, Lakeview, Lytle Creek, Metcalf, Minnelusa, Pinehill Drive, 
Polique Canyon,  Seven Oaks, Snow Valley, South Fork Santa Ana River, Southwest 
Shore and Stetson Creek]. The Forest Service was represented by Forest Supervisor 
Jeanne Wade-Evans, Mountaintop District Ranger Kurt Winchester, Veronica 
Magnuson and Betty Hartenstine. 
 
Forest and District Update: Jeanne and Kurt gave a short update on current issues on 
the San Bernardino National Forest and the Mountaintop District. Both identified permit 
continuation as being their number 1 priority with regard to cabins and expressed their 
appreciation for the volunteer assistance with compliance reinspections. Their goal is to 
work with cabin owners in the administration of this program. 
 
Asked about the current and projected summer fire situation, Jeanne noted that fuel 
moisture readings are about 2 months drier than usual, which suggests a long fire 
season ahead. While the forest has received funding for hazard fuel reduction and work 
on the south shore fuel breaks and remediation work from the Slide Fire, there are 
presently no funds for tree removal within tract areas. If hazard trees exist that require 
removal, contact your special uses administrator to have the tree marked and then the 
cabin owner can proceed with removal at their cost. There is some possibility of funding 
for tree removal perhaps next year along the north shore. 
 
With regard to the work needed to complete the permit reissuance, Kurt asked cabin 
owners to hold off on optional upgrades through the end of this year to allow FS staff to 
concentrate on the reissuance process. This does not mean the correction of 
compliance issues, but strictly optional improvements and changes to cabins. 
 
CRCD Process: Veronica took over the presentation at this point and distributed a 
spreadsheet showing the number of cabins in each residence tract and the number still 
in non-compliance. [Efforts are being made to post this spreadsheet on the Coalition 
website.] The data show good progress on compliance within the Big Bear tracts but 
almost no cabins in compliance among the out-of-valley tracts. This problem appears to 
be related to the water and sanitation issues that predominate within these tracts.  
 
Cabin owners who are already in compliance will have received a letter from the FS 
informing them that their cabin and lot are in compliance and that they will be re-issued 
a new permit in 2009 for a term of 20 years.  On or about May 16, a Categorical 
Exclusion decision will be signed by the District Ranger preparing the way for 
reissuance of new, 20-year permits to these cabin owners.  
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If you have not received such a letter, you remain out of compliance and work needs to 
move quickly to be completed before July 31, 2008. All additional cabin owners in 
compliance by July 31 will be the subject of a second Categorical Exclusion, and their 
new permits will be prepared before December 31, 2008.  
 
If a cabin owner is not in compliance by July 31and if they are attempting in good faith 
to come into compliance, they will be issued an annual permit to allow them time to 
achieve compliance. [Note: the form of this permit will be a subject of discussion with 
the FS. At the August 2007 meeting, FS management said that good faith efforts will be 
met with a 20-year permit.]  
 
If a cabin owner has ignored the notice of compliance deficiencies and/or delayed their 
efforts at achieving compliance, they run the risk of having their permit revoked for non-
compliance and being required to remove their cabin and improvements and restoring 
the lot to its native state. The Coalition and tract associations need to work to prevent 
the loss of any cabins to noncompliance. The FS is putting together lists of cabins in 
noncompliance and will communicate this information to the Coalition and associations 
in hopes that we can help encourage full compliance. 
 
Volunteers are needed! Some tracts and individual cabins within tracts still need to be 
surveyed for their files [surveying = exterior photographs, sketch of cabin and 
improvements on the lot and basic measurement of the cabin dimensions].  In addition, 
volunteers will be needed to conduct compliance reinspections. Watch Coalition emails 
for opportunities to volunteer in these areas. 
 
California Fire Clearance Requirements: The Forest Service has been working with 
Cal Fire [ short name for the California Division of Forestry and Fire Protection] to 
develop new clearance requirements for recreation residences corresponding to 
California’s 2004 law mandating fuels reduction within a 100-foot zone of any occupied 
building or structure. This proposed directive has been released by Region 5 for review 
and may be finalized later this year. The draft includes 2 levels of fuels clearance as 
one moves out from a structure: 
 
 Defensible Fire Space = 0 to 30 feet = basically what we do now with additional 
 thinning of brush and trees; and 
 Reduced Fuel Zone = 30 to 100 feet = clearance of dead and down fuels but 
 leaving up to 4” of duff. 
 
2008 Appraisals: Betty started off the appraisal discussion and distributed two 
documents. The first document suggested how tracts can prepare for the on-site 
appraiser’s visit which will begin the actual appraisal process. The reverse side of this 
document listed the Region 5 Appraisal Schedule, which shows San Bernardino NF as 
beginning on Labor Day weekend, 8/29 – 9/1. 
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The second document Betty passed out was a 1-page brief on the appraisal process 
and three pages of questions and answers about the process. [Both documents will be 
posted on the Yahoo website.] 
 
Continuing with the discussion of preparing for the upcoming appraisals, Roy talked 
about the Metcalf Tract’s preparations for the 1997-98 appraisal and the materials that 
were assembled for the appraiser’s visit. Roy distributed a number of copies of the 
Metcalf Appraisal Booklet and this sample will be posted on the Yahoo website in the 
“files” section. 
 
Roy then talked about the Cabin Coalition Alert letter that everyone should have 
received within the past 10 days. The Cabin Coalition has been working to resolve the 
problem of extremely high fees which are resulting from appraisals being done under 
the new CUFFA rules. While CUFFA was passed in 2000 to resolve this same problem, 
the appraisals being done beginning in 2007 are resulting again in fees that could make 
cabins unaffordable for most families. The Cabin Coalition has attempted to work with 
the Forest Service to remedy this issue administratively with little success. The mailing 
requests that cabin owners and their families and friends write their Congressmen and 
Senators asking that they pressure the FS to resolve this problem. Roy emphasized the 
importance of cabin owners contacting Congress by letter, fax or email to focus 
attention on this critical issue. 
 
Discussion ensued about the appraisal issue with some suggestions of alternative 
approaches as well as problems with the personal property taxes levied by San 
Bernardino County. 
 
Group Discussion: No additional topics were raised. 
 
Next Meeting: The meeting was adjourned with addressing our next meeting. With the 
compliance deadline of July 31, it was suggested by some that we schedule the next 
Cabin Coalition meeting for mid-July. An email will be sent out to determine people’s 
preference for meeting dates. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:20 pm. 
 
 
Roy Glauthier 
5/5/08 


